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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192765949

Hardcover | $27.95
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Jun 13, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
32 pages
11.33" x 11.25" x 0.41"

Nell and the Circus of Dreams

Nell Gifford

Description: 

When a little girl called Nell makes friends with a tiny
chick on her farm, it is the start of a journey that leads
her into a dreamy circus realm. Was it something real
or did it spring from her imagination? Nell will never be
sure . . . but she leaves the tent uplifted by the
wonderland that
she found inside.

Beautifully written by Nell Gifford, founder of Giffords
Circus, and with stunning illustrations from Briony May
Smith, this story brings the heart-stopping magic of the
circus to the pages of a book. With a linen feel cover
and foil, this sumptuous hardback makes a perfect gift
choice.

9780192767264

Paperback | $16.50
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Jul 6, 2019
Ctn Qty: 70
32 pages
9.64" x 9.64" x 0.12"

Matisse's Magical Trail

Tim Hopgood

Description: 

A beautiful, colourful and bold picture book that
encourages children to notice the small things, think
big, and express themselves! Matisse is a young snail
who loves to create beautiful drawings with his trail. The
trouble is most of the time people are far too busy to
even notice them. It's
only when a child notices Matisse's beautiful trails that
his art is finally celebrated - and they inspire a whole
class of children to get creative too!
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192768674

Paperback | $16.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
May 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 60
32 pages
9.05" x 10.62" x 0.12"

Meet the Penguins

Mike Brownlow

Description: 

Meet the penguins! They really want to make some new
friends. But does anyone want to play?

When two penguins arrive from a faraway place and
want to make friends, the other anmials do not want to
play with them. If only they would give the penguins a
chance, they might discover how wonderful they really
are!

A funny story about welcoming others - brilliantly
written and illustrated by best-selling author of Ten
Little Superheroes, Mike Brownlow.

9780192766885

Hardcover | $27.95
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
32 pages
9.05" x 10.62"

Jazz Dog

Marie Voigt

Description: 

A thoughtful and entertaining story about togetherness
and inclusion.

In a divided world of cats and dogs - where dogs only
play dog music and cats only play cat music - one little
dog chooses to follow the music in his heart, and that
means jamming with the cats!
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192767608

Hardcover | $27.95
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 10
32 pages
8.42" x 10.98"

Winnie and Wilbur: The Bug Safari

Valerie Thomas

Description: 

When Winnie and Wilbur discover life in miniature, the
bugs in their garden suddenly seem very big indeed. It's
the start of an exciting safari. But when excitement
turns to survival, mini Winnie and tiny Wilbur would
rather be their rightful size again. There's one small
problem: teeny Winnie
can't wave her whopping wand . . .

Bugs, minibeasts, and creepy-crawlies are endlessly
fascinating to children and they come under the
spotlight in Winnie and Wilbur's latest adventure.

9780192746405

Other | $20.95
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Sep 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
32 pages

Moon River Book and CD Pack

Tim Hopgood

Description: 

Follow a little girl on a magical journey along the Moon
River. It flows from her bedroom and out into the big
wide world just waiting to be discovered. She's soon to
be joined by other children who are all excited to be
exploring the beautiful world together. There is such a
lot of world to
see!

Moon River is a song composed by Henry Mancini with
Lyrics by Johnny Mercer. It recieved an Academy
Award for Best Original Song for its performance by
Audrey Hepburn in the iconic movie Breakfast at
Tiffany's (1961).
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192766861

Paperback | $16.50
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Jul 6, 2019
Ctn Qty: 70
32 pages
9.64" x 9.64" x 0.11"

There's a Spider in my Soup!

Megan Brewis

Description: 

Little Spider loves swinging from her web, in spite of the
fact that Mum and Dad Spider warn her against it. But
when swinging lands her in the soup, it's an opportunity
to make new friends and do something adventurous
that the whole family can enjoy! A playful story
featuring Megan Brewis'
distinctive voice and artwork with positive messages
around breaking down all kinds of barriers (even if it
does mean breaking the rules . . . and the web).

9780192768872

Paperback | $16.50
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Aug 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 70
32 pages
9.64" x 9.64" x 0.12"

Beautiful Bananas

Elizabeth Laird

Description: 

Beatrice's mum has asked her to take a bunch of
bananas to Grandad. On her path through the jungle,
Beatrice meets a giraffe who accidentally flicks them
into a stream. Whoops! But the giraffe picks some
flowers for Beatrice to take instead. As her journey
continues flowers are swapped for
honey, honey is swapped for some mangoes . . . and
so it goes on until a friendly elephant swaps a feather
for . . . a beautiful bunch of bananas! A lovely circular
story, based on an African folktale, about family,
friendship, and teamwork. Written by best-selling
author Elizabeth Laird, and
illustrated by Liz Pichon, creator of Tom Gates.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192769046

Paperback | $16.50
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 2-5
Sep 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
32 pages
9.05" x 10.62"

Polly and the New Baby

Rachel Quarry

Description: 

Polly has a friend, Bunny. He may be an imaginary
friend but nonetheless Polly absolutely MUST use the
pushchair that was hers as a baby to push Bunny
around. So when Polly's parents need the pushchair for
a new arrival in the family, they try all sorts of ways to
persaude Polly to give it up.
But ultimately the situation is unlocked all thanks to
Polly's imaginative solution that means everyone is
happy!

9780192763990

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 7-10
Sep 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
208 pages
5.07" x 7.28"

King Dave: Royalty for Beginners

Elys Dolan

Description: 

Dave the dragon is throne-sitting, but will the power go
to his head?

The King has gone on holiday, leaving protectors of the
realm, and BFFs, Dave and Albrecht in charge. Neither
of them have the first clue about what it takes to run a
kingdom, but it won't stop them from trying. All with the
help of one incredibly useful book: Royalty for
Beginners.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192766557

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 7-10
Sep 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
272 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Me and Mister P: Maya's Storm

Maria Farrer

Description: 

There are times when only a polar bear will do . . .

Gran and me. The beach and the sea. This is my home
now - with my new family at Lighthouse Cottages. It
wasn't easy at first but Gran helped to make everything
OK. She's getting a bit forgetful these days and
everyone looks worried. I know better though and I
think she's fine . . .

But now an enormous polar bear has washed up on
our beach and decided to make himself at home. How
on earth am I supposed to keep him and Gran out of
trouble?

Meet Maya as she comes to terms with big changes in
her family. And meet Mister P, the world's most
helpful(ish) polar bear.

Packed with gorgeous illustrations throughout, readers
will love this fun and heartwarming story.

9780192767486

Paperback | $16.00
Juvenile Nonfiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 5-8
Jun 13, 2019
Ctn Qty: 60
64 pages
6.49" x 8.50"

Dinosaur Poems

John Foster

Description: 

If you thought dinosaurs were extinct, then think again!
They live on in the stomping, chomping, growling,
howling poems in this collection. So if you're looking for
poetry with a prehistoric twist, look no further than this
sensational selection.

The collection is put together by John Foster and
illustrated with creative genius by Korky Paul. There are
poems by a range of authors about all kinds of
dinosaursfrom dancing dinosaurs to dinosaurs in the
park. Guaranteed to delight, this is a perfect
introduction to poetry either at home or at
school.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192766113

Hardcover | $20.95
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 7-9
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
160 pages
5.07" x 7.28"

Kevin's Great Escape: A Roly-Poly Flying
Pony Adventure

Philip Reeve

Description: 

Kevin is a roly-poly flying pony. He has everything he
needs - a constant supply of biscuits and his best
friend, Max.

Misty Twiglet is a famous pop star. She has everything
she needs except for a perfectly quirky, one-of-a-kind
pet. The roly-poly flying pony kind . . .

When Kevin is kidnapped, Max and his sister daisy
come to Kevin's rescue, and there's no way they're
giving up on him without a fight.

9780192768698

Hardcover | $18.00
Juvenile Nonfiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 5-8
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
160 pages
5.07" x 7.28"

Isadora Moon Puts on a Show

Harriet Muncaster

Description: 

Isadora Moon is special because she's different. Her
mum is a fairy and her dad is a vampire and she's a bit
of both.

It's almost time for the vampire ball, and Isadora can't
wait! There's just one problem: she's got to compete in
a talent show with the other vampire children. Isadora's
talents aren't very vampire-y, what if the audience laugh
at her? The show must go on, but will Isadora be brave
enough to
perform. . . ?

With irresistible pink and black artwork throughout by
author/illustrator Harriet Muncaster and a totally unique
heroine with an out-of-this-world family, this is a
beautiful, charming, and funny series of first chapter
books. Perfect for fans of Claude, Dixie O'Day, and
Squishy McFluff, Isadora
Moon is the ideal choice for readers who want their
magic and sparkle with a bit of bite!
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192772015

Paperback | $12.00
Juvenile Nonfiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 5-8
Sep 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 40
128 pages
5.07" x 7.28"

Freddie's Amazing Bakery: The Great
Raspberry Mix-Up

Harriet Whitehorn

Description: 

Born to bake. Happy to help.

Freddie Bonbon is the kindest boy in town. He is also
the most amazing baker - he just doesn't know it! So
when the King of Cakes competition is announced, all
his friends and customers encourage him to enter.

Everyone wants Freddie to win! Everyone that is,
except rival baker Bernard, who will go to any lengths
to make sure Freddie's showstopper cake is a
raspberry-blowing disaster!

Stories that are full of fun with gorgeous illustrations
throughout. Freddie is a likeable and positive character
who promotes the idea that you don't need
superpowers or magic to succeed - you just need to try
hard and do your best.

9780192768896

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
May 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 36
272 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Midnight at Moonstone

Lara Flecker

Description: 

Kit's father is away AGAIN, and although she's
supposed to be staying with her brother and sister, Kit
steals away to visit her grandfather at Moonstone
Manor.

The costume museum once filled with extravagant
wonders, is now an aging house with creaking
floorboards and damp walls. The decadent fashion
designs seem dull and lifeless. The fabrics worn and
dusty.

But there is still magic within Moonstone's walls, and
Kit will soon discover that the old costumes hold their
own secret splendour . . . because on the stroke of
midnight, the costumes come to life. And they've got a
lot to say.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192759061

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Jun 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 32
288 pages
5.07" x 7.79" x 0.78"

Action Stan

Elaine Wickson

Description: 

How on Earth did I end up 'volunteering' to help out on
a school trip full of small-year-olds? At least I've got my
book of special plans, charts, and diagrams to keep
everything in order. I mean, how hard can it be looking
after my little brother Fred and his mates? Read this
book to find out
how to be cool, how to make friends, the best things
about snails (yes, really), and how NOT to pack ice
cream in your suitcase. You might just laugh your head
off . . . probably at me!

Stanley and his little brother Fred are off to an outdoor
adventure camp to learn all about life in the wild . . . but
it's not the wildlife that Stan needs to survive, it's Fred,
plus the annoying cool kids from the other school, and
Mr Fisher (who is determined to make the trip anything
but fun)!

As Stanley struggles to cope he charts all the ups and
downs in a series of hilarious infographics.

Full of infographics, charts, and tables - this book is
highly visual and full of laugh-out-loud moments that
readers will love!

9780192768834

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Jun 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
256 pages
5.07" x 7.79" x 0.66"

The Maker of Monsters

Lorraine Gregory

Description: 

Brat has always lived in the isolated castle on the
island, taking care of the vicious creatures that his
master creates, waiting in terror for the moment when
they are ready to be put to use. But then the
unthinkable happens. The monsters get out. Now Brat
must overcome his fears, and venture
into the world he has hidden from his whole life. For the
fate of everyone rests on his shoulders alone. . .

A thrilling new standalone adventure from Lorraine
Gregory.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192769572

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Jun 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 88
192 pages
5.07" x 7.79" x 0.49"

Cold Tom

Sally Prue

Description: 

'Outstanding' Sunday Times

Tom is one of the Tribe. But he is not like the others -
he is clumsy and heavy, and the Tribe drive him away
into the demon city. But Tom can't live with demons
either - they are so hot, so foul, and he knows they are
trying to enslave his mind.

But there is nowhere else to run. Between the savage
Tribe and the stifling demons, is there any way out for
Tom?

This beautiful story about Tom, caught between his
elfin home and the world of humans, is being reissued
with a stunning new cover by Helen Crawford-White for
a new generation of readers to enjoy.

9780192769589

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 10-13
Jun 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 56
288 pages
5.07" x 7.79" x 0.83"

The Merrybegot

Julie Hearn

Description: 

The Merrybegot casts a powerful spell over its readers.
Utterly bewitching. Abi Elphinstone.

In a remote west-country village, all is not as it seems.
Rumours of bad magic and witchcraft are spreading.
The piskies are whispering in the orchard and an ill
wind is blowing. The fingers of blame are all pointing to
Nell, the cunning woman's granddaughter.

With the Witchfinder General on his way, Nell is alone,
trapped, and in fear for her life. Who can she trust?
And who will save her?

This amazing story is being reissued with a stunning
new cover by Karl James Mountford for a new
generation of readers to enjoy.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192771568

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Jun 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 72
256 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

The House of Light

Julia Green

Description: 

Bonnie is scavenging on a beach when she finds a
battered old row boat. And under the boat, a bare-
footed boy-cold, hungry, and in need of help.

The authorities have already been troubling Bonnie
and Granda for breaking rules, but how can she leave
this boy when he has no-one?

Bonnie does her best to keep the boy hidden from the
border guards, but as their suspicions grow, she
wonders if it's time to escape the life she's always
known. Under cover of darkness they set sail to the
"house of light" in search of a new beginning, and a
sense of hope.

9780192766274

Paperback | $12.00
Juvenile Nonfiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 6-9
Jul 6, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
192 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Magical Kingdom of Birds: The Silent
Songbirds

Anne Booth

Description: 

To the Keeper of this Book - it's time for you to visit the
magical kingdom waiting within. Believe in yourself -
that will give you wings to fly!

When Maya receives a special colouring book - The
Magical Kingdom of Birds - she is transported to a
beautiful realm filled with magnificent birds and their
fairy friends.

In a spectacular tropical glade, Maya can't believe her
ears: she's attending a songbird concert in the Magical
Kingdom of Birds! But all is not as it seems - Lord Astor
is stealing the birds' beautiful voices to keep for himself.
Will Maya and her friends be able to return the music to
the kingdom.
. . ?

Packed with beautiful illustrations, information on the
real birds that inspired the story, and a special page to
colour in!
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192771711

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 7-9
Jul 6, 2019
Ctn Qty: 56
192 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Warrior Monkeys and the Volcano
Adventure

M C Stevens

Description: 

Something weird is happening on the island of Senshi.
The Warrior Monkeys are worried that a dangerous
enemy has come back to seek revenge. Suki and
Bekko are brave enough to find out why wild dogs are
on the prowl, why Mount Niru is rumbling and stinky,
and who has brainwashed an army of
meerkats.

This is the first title in an exciting and dramatic new
series, written by martial arts expert MC Stevens and
illustrated throughout by Steve Brown. Suki and Bekko
are training to be Warrior Monkeys. They're a brave
and resourceful duo and, with the help of their
armoured bear, Kuma, are ready to
face any of the harsh challenges and evil plots that
threaten the safety of their island home. Using all the
skills they learn in the training hall, Suki and Bekko
show the kind of determination, focus, bravery, and
spirit that has put them on the path to become true
Warrior Monkeys!

9780192771605

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Aug 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 56
304 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

The Last Spell Breather

Julie Pike

Description: 

A stunning fantasy debut, enter the unique world of the
Spell Breathers.

Spell Breathing does not come naturally to Rayne - she
loathes the hours of practice, the stacks of scrolls, and
the snapping mud devils that cover her mothers
precious spell book.

But it is spell breathing that keeps her village safe from
the dreaded monster curse that plagues their world. It
is ancient powerful magic, but as Rayne learns to her
horror . . . it is also fragile.

In one clumsy move, the magic that keeps them safe is
broken, her village is plunged into danger, and an
incredible adventure begins . . .
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192749215

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Aug 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
304 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

What's That in Dog Years?

Ben Davis

Description: 

Gizmo has been my best friend since the day I was
born - he's always been around. But now they're telling
me he might not always be around which completely
sucks.

I'm determined that me and Gizmo will have lots more
fun and adventures before he goes - I mean, he loves
parties, deserves pampering, and needs a break by the
seaside. And as for that old saying about how you can't
teach an old dog new tricks - it's true, you really can't!

Gizmo's bucket list is up and running - unlike Gizmo
who is totally lazy and demanding to be carried . . .

All the laugh-out-loud humour you'd expect from a Ben
Davis book but with added heart and poignancy . . .
and a four-legged character you'll fall in love with!

9780192759009

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Aug 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
240 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

The Accidental Rock Star

Tom McLaughlin

Description: 

It should never have happened, but somehow - with the
aid of a recorder, keyboard, and very disturbed cat -
Hector and Ollie have made a hit single. And now
everybody wants a piece of them. They may have
always dreamed of fame, but is life on tour all it's
cracked up to be?

Follow a rollercoaster of rock star antics in this hilarious
new story from Tom McLaughlin.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192764089

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 7-10
Aug 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
192 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Night Zookeeper: The Elephant of Tusk
Temple

Joshua Davidson, Giles Clare

Description: 

When Will accidentally creates a mysterious portal
during a trip to the zoo, he's transported into the world
of the Night Zoo, and thrust into an incredible
adventure.

Joined by his friends, Sam and Riya, Will journeys
through a new portal and arrives at the Tusk Temple in
search of Maji the time-travelling elephant. But the
temple is in danger. The only way to save it is for Will
to undergo the Night Zookeeper trial - facing leaps over
bottomless caverns,
impossible puzzles, and an ultimate test in bravery.
Can Will pass the trial and save the day, or is this the
end of the Night Zoo?

9780192772640

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 10-14
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
224 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Flambards

K M Peyton

Description: 

Christina is sent to live with her uncle in his country
house, Flambards, and knows from the moment she
arrives that she'll never fit in. Her uncle is fierce and
domineering and her cousin, Mark, is selfish-but
despite all this, Christina discovers a passion for horse-
riding and finds a true
friend in Will. What Christina has yet to realize, though,
is the important part she has to play in the future of this
strange household . . .

A welcome new edition of this exciting story which will
appeal to old and new readers alike.
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Oxford University Press Children's Fall
2019

Oxford University Press June 10th, 2019

9780192749987

Paperback | $14.00
Juvenile Fiction
Oxford University Press
Ages 9-12
Oct 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 64
272 pages
5.07" x 7.79"

Night Terrors

Ali Sparkes

Description: 

It's not every day a couple of eagles pay you a visit in
the middle of the night and tell you your friend, who
happens to be hundreds of miles away, is in terrible
danger. But Matt and Elena are not everyday people.
They're Night Speakers, with the ability to communicate
with animals, and an
uncanny habit of getting into save-the-world situations.

But what is shaking the birds' world so much that it
would drive them to fly hundreds of miles? Something
huge and horrifying is happening, and Tima is in the
middle of it. Can Matt and Elena get to her in time?
Something is going on below the surface, and only the
Night Speakers can stop us all
from falling into the cracks. . .

The fourth standalone adventure in the Night Speakers
series - action adventures about contemporary children
with extraordinary powers, told with award-winning
author Ali Sparkes's classic humour and energy.
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